Role of manganese on the structure, crystallization and sintering of non-stoichiometric lithium disilicate glasses
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The structural role of Mn was investigated in a relatively simple non-stoichiometric lithium disilicate (Li2Si2O5) based glass composition. Glasses were prepared by partially replacing SiO2 by MnO2 from the base glass belonging to the system Li2O K2O Al2O3 SiO2. An overall depolymerization of the glass network was observed according to magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic studies, suggesting a network modifier role for Mn. However, thermal analysis, phase segregation and nucleation in the glasses suggested that Mn might also act as network former. Moreover, calculated crystal field parameters from UV-Visible spectroscopy, showing high ligand field strength (Δ0) and Racah inter electronic repulsion (B) indicate the possible existence of Mn as individual molecular entities in the interstitials of the glass network. This paper discusses the implications of this structural role of Mn on the crystallization of bulk glasses and on the sintering behaviour and crystallization of glass powder compacts.

1. Introduction

MnO2 is an important industrial raw material. Approximately 500 000 tonnes of MnO2 are consumed annually as a component of dry cell batteries (Leclanché cell or zinc–carbon batteries). Other important industrial applications include the use of MnO2 as an inorganic pigment in ceramics and in glassmaking.7,8 The obtaining of suitable mechanical, chemical, thermal or electrical properties for the final materials presides to the design of glass–ceramic compositions for most of the functional applications. In particular, dental restorations require the development of a material that reproduces the aesthetic appearance of natural teeth, including colour, translucency, and fluorescence properties. Translucency can be obtained by controlling the relative refractive indices and volume concentrations of the crystalline and residual glassy phases. Colour and fluorescence can be achieved by the addition of transition metal oxides and rare-earth oxides to the base composition.9 Transition metal oxides can also contribute to the fluorescence properties of inorganic materials. Manganese is a well-known activator in many crystals and glasses and the Mn2+ ion exhibits broadband emission characteristics.4,5 In a molten glass, the Mn cations distribute into couple states such as Mn2+-Mn3+. According to Schreiber,6 the change in redox depends on glass composition, melting temperature, atmosphere, concentration of redox couples and the presence of other redox couples. At a given melting condition, the redox couple shifts towards the oxidized state when modifier ions or glass basicity are increased.7

Mn in glasses may be expected to be in the form of MnO4− and MnO42− anions, and in the form of Mn2+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ cations, or a mixture of these.8 It has been demonstrated that all Mn oxides when heated to 1000 °C and higher are transformed into Mn orthomanganate (Mn2+Mn4+O4).9,10 Manganese ions exist in different valence states occupying tetrahedral or octahedral sites in a glass network. For example, Mn3+ ions in borate glasses exist only in octahedral coordination, whereas in silicate and germanate glasses are in both tetrahedral and octahedral environments.11 Tetrahedral and octahedral Mn2+ ions exhibit luminescence emission in the green and red regions for various glasses, respectively.12 14 Therefore, Mn2+, having a coordination number of six in silicate glasses, plays a modifying cation role, but Mn4+, forming coordinate polyhedra [MnO4]1−, may participate in the formation of a glass network together with Si4+.

The content and valence states of Mn in various environments in the glasses are dependent on quantitative properties of modifiers and glass formers, size of the ions in the glass structure, their field strength, mobility of the modifier cation, etc.15,16
Several interesting studies are available regarding the use of Mn as a colouring agent for glass matrices (e.g. ref. 17–22), as well as on the environment of Mn ion in various inorganic glass systems (e.g. ref. 23–32). However, most of these works report studies in borate, phosphate or other glass systems and few studies have been carried on silicate based glasses. The present study aims towards investigating the role of manganese on the glass structure of a relatively simple non-stoichiometric lithium disilicate based glass composition in the glass forming region of glass structure of a relatively simple non-stoichiometric lithium disilicate based glass composition in the glass forming region of glass. Several interesting studies are available regarding the use of Mn as a colouring agent for glass matrices (e.g. ref. 17–22), as well as on the environment of Mn ion in various inorganic glass systems (e.g. ref. 23–32). However, most of these works report studies in borate, phosphate or other glass systems and few studies have been carried on silicate based glasses. The present study aims towards investigating the role of manganese on the glass structure of a relatively simple non-stoichiometric lithium disilicate based glass composition in the glass forming region of glass. The paper discusses (1) crystallization in bulk glasses and (2) sintering behaviour and crystallization in glass powder compacts.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1 Glass preparation

Four experimental glass compositions were prepared using a general formula (mol%): 23Li2O–2.64K2O–2.64Al2O3–(71.72–x)SiO2–xMnO2, with x varying from 0 to 2 (Table 1). Accordingly, these glasses were designated as GMn0.0 (x = 0.0), GMn0.5 (x = 0.5), GMn1.0 (x = 1.0) and GMn2.0 (x = 2.0). In all compositions, molar concentrations of Li2O, K2O and Al2O3 were kept constant, while SiO2 has been partially replaced by MnO2.

Powders of technical grade SiO2 (purity > 99%) and reagent grade Li2CO3 (purity > 99%), K2CO3 (purity > 99%), Al2O3 (purity > 99%) and MnO2 (purity > 99%) were used as precursors. To give batch compositions of 100 g, these powders were homogenously mixed by ball milling, and then calcined at 800 °C for 1 h. Pt crucibles were used to melt the compositions at 1550 °C for 1 h in air. Bulk (monolithic) glasses were prepared by pouring the glass melt on a bronze mould and immediately annealing at 450 °C for 1 h. To prepare glass powder, glass frits were obtained by quenching the glass melts in cold water. The glasses were designated as GMn0.0, GMn0.5, GMn1.0 and GMn2.0, a heat treatment at a heating rate of 2 K min⁻¹ in air up to temperatures in the range of 650–900 °C with intervals of 50 °C and kept for 1 h at the set temperatures. Using the same heating rate (2 K min⁻¹), glass powder compacts were sintered at 800, 850 and 900 °C for 1 h in air.

2.3 Characterization of the samples

Differential thermal analysis (DTA, Setaram Labsys, Setaram Instrumentation, Caluire, France) was carried out on all glass compositions obtained by crushing the glass frits having particle sizes between 5 and 10 μm (~6 μm, particle size analyser). DTA experiments were carried out in air from ambient temperature to 1000 °C at a heating rate of 20 K min⁻¹ using ~30 mg of sample in an alumina crucible, with α-alumina powder as reference material. For GMn0.0 and GMn2.0, a heating rate of 5 K min⁻¹ was also performed to compare with hot-stage microscopy (HSM) results.

Optical transmission spectra were obtained for all bulk glasses using polished samples (on both parallel sides) with thickness of ~0.9 mm. The spectra were recorded over a range 200-800 nm wavelength using UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (UV-3100, Shimadzu, Japan). Infrared transmittance spectra of glass powders prepared by crushing the bulk annealed glasses were obtained using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR, model Mattson Galaxy S-7000, USA) in the range of 300-1400 cm⁻¹. Samples for FTIR were prepared by mixing 1/150 (by weight) portion of the sample with KBr and hand pressed to obtain pellets. 29Si MAS-NMR spectra was recorded for glass powders prepared from frit glass on a Bruker ASX 400 spectrometer operating at a Larmor frequency of 79.52 MHz with 9.4 T magnetic field (B₀) using a 7 mm probe rotating at 5 kHz. A 5 μs length radio-frequency excitation pulse equivalent to 90° flip angle with 60 s delay time was used. Kaolinite was used as chemical shift reference. 27Al MAS-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ASX 400 spectrometer operating at a Larmor frequency of 104.28 MHz with 9.4 T magnetic field (B₀) using a 4 mm probe rotating at 15 kHz. A 0.78 μs radio-frequency pulse length equivalent to 10° flip angle with 1 s delay time was used. Al(NO₃)₃ was used as the chemical shift reference.

Microstructures of the samples were recorded using reflected light optical microscope (Jenaphot 2000, Zeiss, Germany) and scanning electron microscope (SEM, SU-70, Hitachi, Japan). For microstructural observation, samples were polished and etched using 2 vol% hydrofluoric acid for 60 s. Crystalline phase content in the samples was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Geigerflex D/Mac, C Series, Japan) using Cu Kα radiation with 2θ varying from 10–60° steps of 0.02 s⁻¹.

A side-view hot-stage microscope (HSM, Leitz Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a Pixera video camera and image analysis system was used to investigate the sintering behaviour of glass powder compacts. The cylindrical shaped samples from glass powder compacts with height and diameter of ~3 mm were prepared by cold-pressing the glass powders. The cylindrical samples were placed on a 10 mm × 15 mm × 1 mm alumina (>99.5 wt% Al₂O₃) support and the measurements were conducted in air with a heating rate (β) of 5 K min⁻¹. The temperature was measured with a chromel–alumel thermocouple contacted under the alumina support. The temperatures corresponding to the characteristic viscosity points (first shrinkage

Table 1: Compositions of the glass in mol%  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GMn0.0</th>
<th>GMn0.5</th>
<th>GMn1.0</th>
<th>GMn2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li₂O</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>71.72</td>
<td>71.22</td>
<td>70.72</td>
<td>69.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO₂</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂/Li₂O</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(\(T_{\text{RS}}\)), maximum shrinkage (\(T_{\text{MS}}\)), softening (\(T_{\text{S}}\)), half ball (\(T_{\text{HB}}\)) and flow (\(T_{\text{F}}\)) were obtained from the graphs and photomicrographs taken during the hot-stage microscopy experiment.

Apparent densities of the all the samples (bulk glasses, bulk glass-ceramics and sintered glass powder compacts) were measured using Archimedes principle by immersion in ethylene glycol. 3-point bending strength of the sintered glass powder compacts were performed using universal testing machine (Shimadzu Autograph AG 23 TA).

3. Results

With increasing the \(\text{MnO}_2\) content in the experimental glass compositions, the melts demonstrated severe bubbling at temperatures close to 1550 °C. However, the bubbles were of relatively large sizes and were confined to the top surface of the melt. Therefore the cast glasses obtained were transparent and bubble free.

3.1 Optical study of bulk glasses

Glasses GMn0.0 and GMn0.5 were colourless and light pink respectively, whilst GMn1.0 and GMn2.0 showed a very strong colouring to purple. Fig. 1 shows the UV-Visible transmittance spectra of the experimental glasses. Glass with no Mn addition (GMn0.0) did not show any absorption bands in the investigated region, whereas Mn doped glasses showed broad absorptions bands with magnitude proportional to Mn content. There are two absorption bands at ~474 nm and 631 nm in glass GMn0.5. Glass GMn1.0 featured three absorption bands at 489 nm, 581 nm and 638 nm. In the glass GMn2.0, the absorption bands are obtained at 478 nm and 631 nm. The purple colour in the Mn doped glasses is usually attributed to \(\text{Mn}^{2+}\) ions which exhibit absorption at ~480 nm.\(^6\)\(^{13}\)\(^{16}\) With Mn in 2+ oxidation state the absorption bands usually are centred near ultraviolet regions.\(^25\)\(^{36}\) Therefore, based on the UV-Visible spectra of experimental glasses suggesting the strongest absorption bands at ~470 nm it is reasonable to conclude that Mn ions mostly exist in 3+ oxidation state. This assumption will be further discussed in the subsequent sections.

From Fig. 1, the glass GMn1.0 was selected and the absorption bands were identified from their position in the UV-Visible spectra using Tanabe–Sugano diagrams. Additionally, the octahedral ligand field splitting parameter \(\Delta_o\) and inter-electronic repulsion Racah parameter \(B\) values were determined. Based on the ligand field strength consideration and 3d\(^4\) electronic configuration of \(\text{Mn}^{3+}\), the electrons can exist in high spin or low spin states for low and high ligand field strengths, respectively.\(^37\) Subsequently, the ground state configurations are \(^3T_{2g}\) and \(^1T_{1g}\) for low and high field ligand field strength, respectively. Based on calculations from the Tanabe–Sugano diagrams, the ground state was identified as \(^3T_{2g}\). Also the absorption bands in the regions ~480 nm, ~580 nm and ~630 nm correspond to the transitions \(^3T_{2g} \rightarrow ^3E_g\), \(^3T_{1g} \rightarrow ^1T_{2g}\) and \(^3T_{1g} \rightarrow ^1E_g\) respectively. Further, due to Jahn–Teller distortion, the ground state further splits.\(^35\) For GMn1.0, the ligand field splitting parameter was calculated to be \(\Delta_o = 53494 \text{ cm}^{-1}\) and Racah parameter \(B = 1392 \text{ cm}^{-1}\).

From the Beer–Lambert law, the linear attenuation coefficient \(\alpha\) can be calculated using an approximate equation given by,

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{t} \ln T
\]

where, \(t\) is the thickness of the glass sample and \(T\) is measured transmittance. From the transmittance spectra, the optical band gap energy can be calculated using Tauc relationship given by the equation,

\[
\alpha h v = A(h v - E_g)^n
\]

where, \(\alpha\) is linear attenuation coefficient, \(h\) is Planck’s constant, \(v\) is the frequency of the photon, \(A\) is a constant related to the extent of band tailing, \(E_g\) is the band gap energy and the exponent \(n\) depends on the nature of the material. For direct band gap \(n = 1/2\), and for indirect band gap \(n = 2\). A Tauc plot is drawn with energy of the photon \((h v)\) on abscissa and \((\alpha h v)^{1/n}\) on ordinate. An extrapolation of the linear portion of the curve onto the abscissa would yield optical band gap energy; because, when \((\alpha h v)^{1/n} = 0\), then \(E_g = h v\). In the present work, both direct and indirect band gaps were calculated, i.e. for both \(n = 1/2\) and 2.

Fig. 2a and b shows the Tauc plots for \(n = 1/2\) and \(n = 2\), respectively. In both cases, it can be noticed that there is red shift in the optical band gap (i.e. decreasing \(E_g\)) with increasing Mn content.

3.2 FTIR

The FTIR transmittance spectra of the experimental glasses are presented in Fig. 3. Due to the amorphous nature of the glasses and wide distribution of \(Q^n\) units, there is a lack of sharpness in the absorption bands. All experimental glass compositions showed four absorption bands; of which one broad peak is centred at ~1050 cm\(^{-1}\). Two sharper peaks centred at ~470 cm\(^{-1}\) and ~780 cm\(^{-1}\). With Mn content increasing, the peak centred at ~1050 cm\(^{-1}\) broadens more. The assignment of these bands is as follows:\(^38\)
1. The low frequency band at ~470 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to transverse-optical (TO\(_1\)) mode \(\rho(Si-O-Si)\) corresponding to rocking motions of oxygen atoms. It could also be attributed to the symmetric stretching vibrations of LiO\(_4\) tetrahedra.

2. The band near ~780 cm\(^{-1}\) is characteristic of transverse-optical (TO\(_2\)) mode \(\nu_s(Si-O-Si)\) caused by symmetric stretching of oxygen atoms.

3. The broad band at ~1050 cm\(^{-1}\) is due transverse-optical (TO\(_3\)) mode \(\nu_{as}(Si-O-Si)\) caused as a result of antisymmetric stretching of the oxygen atoms. The shoulder at high frequency side of this band is also a characteristic of this mode.

### 3.3 MAS-NMR

The \(^{29}\)Si MAS-NMR spectra for experimental glasses GM\(_{n0.5}\), GM\(_{n1.0}\) and GM\(_{n2.0}\) are shown in Fig. 4a. It is to be noted that due to the amorphous nature of the glasses, they gave a broad peak indicating the wide distribution of \(Q^3\) units. The spectra of GM\(_{n0.5}\), GM\(_{n1.0}\) and GM\(_{n2.0}\) glasses show that the broad peak is centred at 95.3 ppm, 93.2 ppm and 92.8 ppm respectively suggesting a depolymerisation trend of the glass network at 0.5 to 2 mol\% MnO\(_2\) additions. At the same time broadening of the main peaks due to extended distribution of the \(Q^3\) units can be observed. According to De Jong \textit{et al.}, \(^{39}\) for various \(Q^3\) units the mean chemical shifts were as follows: 107 ppm \((Q^4)\), 92 ppm \((Q^3)\), 82 ppm \((Q^2)\) and 69 ppm \((Q^1)\). Therefore, the centring of the peaks between 92 and 96 ppm in the experimental glasses evidenced that \(Q^3\) is the dominant species. However, the shoulders centred at about 104.5 ppm in glass GM\(_{n0.5}\) suggest presence of \(Q^4\) units in the experimental glasses.

\(^{27}\)Al MAS-NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 4b. It can be noticed that for all the experimental glass compositions the chemical shift peaks are centred at ~52 ppm. This is a characteristic
feature for aluminium existing in a glass network with tetrahedral coordination.

3.4 Thermal and other properties of bulk glasses

DTA thermographs for the glass powders are shown in Fig. 5. The properties of the experimental glasses, including glass transition temperature ($T_g$), peak crystallization temperature ($T_p$), molar volumes ($V_m$), density and optical basicity values of experimental glasses and other thermal parameters are presented in Table 2. The Hrubý parameter of glass stability ($K_H$) was calculated by the equation,

$$K_H = \frac{(T_p - T_g)}{(T_m - T_g)}$$

(3)

The $K_H$ values gradual decrease with Mn addition, while the reduced glass-transition temperature ($T_g / T_m$) shows an apparent opposite trend. The calculation of molar volumes ($V_m$) given by $M / \rho$ (where, $M$ is molar mass and $\rho$ is density of the glasses) was based on the optical study, assuming that majority of Mn exists in $3^+$ oxidation state. The optical basicity of glasses was calculated using the general formula:

$$L_{cal} = X_A \frac{1}{\gamma_A} + X_B \frac{1}{\gamma_B} + \ldots$$

(4)

where $L_{cal}$ is the calculated optical basicity, $\gamma_A$ and $\gamma_B$ are basicity moderating parameters, and $X_A$ and $X_B$ are mole fractions of oxides A and B, respectively.

3.5 Microstructural and phase analysis of bulk glasses and glass–cereamic

Fig. 6 presents the microstructures of the annealed bulk glasses showing the presence of metastable glass immiscibility regions. With increasing the MnO$_2$ content two main trends can be inferred from the micrographs: (a) the size of segregated droplets increases; (b) the population density of the droplets decreases. Additionally, in the composition GMn2.0, the microstructure reveals a growth of dendritic type crystals (Fig. 6, insert).

Fig. 7a–d presents optical micrographs of glass samples GMn0.0 and GMn0.5 heat treated at 700 °C, (Fig. 7a and b) and at 800 °C (Fig. 7c and d). At 700 °C, the GMn0.0 sample reveals the formation of both bulk crystalline clusters and surface dendritic crystallization. The Mn addition (GMn0.5) seemingly decreased the population density of bulk crystalline clusters while concomitantly increased the thickness of the surface layer (Fig. 7b), variations that can be associated with a favoured tendency towards surface crystallization. With increasing the heat treatment temperature to 800 °C, the spherulites and dendrites merged resulting in the formation of fully crystallised structures (Fig. 7c and d).

Fig. 8 compares the X-ray diffractograms of experimental bulk glasses heat treated at various temperatures. Key points to be noticed from these diffractograms are as follows:

1. Lithium metasilicate and lithium disilicate start to form at 700 °C in all glass compositions and continue to grow upon further increasing the heat treatment temperature.

2. The formation of minor amounts of quartz took place at 900 °C for glasses GMn0.0 and GMn0.5, but at a lower temperature (800 °C) for glasses GMn1.0 and GMn2.0.

Non-heat treated annealed bulk glass GMn2.0 shows a very low intensity single peak at 2$\theta$ = 31.3°, almost coincident with a peak of LS, but which could not be surely assigned to any phase.
3.6 Microstructural and phase analysis of sintered glass powder compacts

Fig. 9 shows relatively low magnification SEM images of glass-powder compacts made for three compositions (GMn0.0, GMn1.0, and GMn2.0 – lines) sintered at different temperatures (800, 850 and 900 °C – columns), to shed light on the porosity; while Fig. 10 presents more detailed microstructural features of the same samples sintered at 800 and 900 °C.

X-ray diffractograms of samples sintered in the range from 800–900 °C are presented in the Fig. 11. At 800 °C, LS emerged as major crystalline phase in GMn0.0 together with minor amounts of LD and quartz, while LD was already formed at this temperature for all Mn containing samples, becoming even the major phase for the higher added amounts of Mn. Therefore, Mn addition favours the formation of LD over LS.

3.7 Sintering behaviour and mechanical strength of glass powder compacts

Fig. 12 shows the sintering behaviour of the glass powder compacts of GMn0.0 and GMn2.0 under a constant heating rate of 5 K min⁻¹ from room temperature (RT) to 1000 °C. DTA curves are also presented along with the HSM results. Characteristic points of sintering and crystallization are presented in Table 3.

The effects of Mn content on density and flexural strengths variations with sintering temperature are presented in Fig. 13. Increasing up to maximum values followed decreasing trends are features common to all curves, but they appear shifted to lower temperatures with increasing Mn contents.

4. Discussion

4.1 Glass structure

The heat treatment caused a reduction of Mn from Mn⁴⁺ to lower oxidation states and the release of oxygen, processes that can be described by the following equations:

\[
\text{MnO}_2 = \text{Mn}_2\text{O}_3 + 1/2 \text{O}_2 (g) \quad (5)
\]

\[
\text{Mn}_2\text{O}_3 = 2 \text{MnO} + 1/2 \text{O}_2 (g) \quad (6)
\]

The evolution of oxygen during glass preparation was responsible for the observed severe bubbling of the melts with increasing Mn contents. Whenever, added to silicate glass systems, Mn tends to exist either in 3+ or 2+ oxidation state; higher oxidation states such as 4+ and 7+ are possible but very unlikely. This redox equilibrium is common in glass systems doped with transition elements, and several studies proved that the redox ratio depends on glass optical basicity \(L\) when other parameters are maintained constant. In the present study, the calculated optical basicity \(L_{\text{cal}}\) (Table 2) for the
experimental glasses revealed only slight increments with the composition. These results suggest that similar chemical environment and redox ratio exist in all glass compositions, thus reflecting the constancy of melting conditions used. This hypothesis is supported by a near linear variation at $\lambda = 500 \text{ nm}$ of absorbance versus concentration according to Beer–Lambert law (not shown). The redox ratio also depends on several other parameters such as melt temperature, oxygen fugacity ($f_{O_2}$) etc. Silicate glasses prepared by melting in atmospheric oxygen fugacity tend to have Mn majorly in $3^+$ oxidation state. No evidence of Mn$^{2+}$ was found by Nelson et al. in sodium silicate glasses melted in air, since this oxidation state would require reducing conditions during melting. Optical absorption spectra of present glasses with peak maximum at $\geq 500 \text{ nm}$, a characteristic Mn$^{3+}$ absorption band for silicate glass systems, further supports the hypothesis that nearly all Mn in the present experimental glasses exists as Mn$^{3+}$. In the presence of octahedral ligand field, Mn$^{3+}$ with $3d^4$ electronic configuration experiences Jahn–Teller distortion that causes further splitting of optical absorption bands. This could result in over masking the weaker absorption bands of Mn$^{2+}$ if at all present in the system. However, if Mn$^{3+}$ is present in low spin state, the Jahn–Teller effect would be weak. In the present glass compositions, for GMn1.0 with high ligand field splitting parameter ($\Delta_0$) of 53 494 cm$^{-1}$, Mn$^{3+}$ should exist in low spin state and therefore have weak Jahn–Teller effect. Also complex laying on the right side of the vertical line in Tanabe–Sugano diagram of $d^4$, gives rise to spin forbidden states. Anyway, further experiments like EPR spectroscopy and chemical titrations needs to be done to positively confirm the negligible presence of Mn$^{2+}$ in the system.

Now that we have hypothesized with reasonable assumption that Mn is present in the glass majorly as Mn$^{3+}$, it is important to understand its role in the glass network. According to Nelson et al., transition metal ions when dissolved in glass systems exist as one of the following species in the glass network structure: (1) as individual molecular entities, (2) as quasi-molecular complexes, (3) as network modifiers and (4) as network formers. When existing as individual molecular entities, they play no role in the network connectivity of the system. As quasi-molecular complexes, these ions are coordinated with non-bridging oxygens and play some role in the network locally. The difference between quasi molecular complex and network modifiers is basically the type of bonding they form, varying from predominantly covalent to ionic, respectively. With this in mind, we will try identifying the role played by Mn in the network of our glasses.

The increase in chemical shifts with the added amounts of Mn observed in the $29$Si MAS-NMR spectra (Fig. 4a) suggests a network depolymerisation trend and a network modifier role for Mn. But the overall picture should be a bit more complex, considering that MnO$_2$ was added at the expenses of SiO$_2$. 

![SEM images showing the effect of sintering temperature and composition on porosity in glass powder compacts heat treated at 800, 850 and 900 °C for 1 h: (a) to (c) GMn0.0; (d) to (f) GMn1.0; and (g) to (i) GMn2.0.](image-url)
therefore causing a decrease in the SiO$_2$/Li$_2$O molar ratio (Table 1); which, itself, should result in glass network depolymerization. From the $^{29}$Si MAS-NMR spectra it can be inferred that $Q^3$ units seem to be the dominant species of [SiO$_4$]$^{4-}$ polyhedra. Also with increasing manganese content from 0.5 to 2 mol% the overall paramagnetic broadening of the NMR peaks can be noticed due to small additions of paramagnetic ions.\textsuperscript{39} In contrast, no change in the chemical shift can be observed in $^{27}$Al MAS-NMR spectra of glasses (Fig. 4b), indicating that network connectivity of Al$_2$O$_3$ polyhedra was unaffected by Mn addition. The peak centred at ~52 ppm is attributed to aluminium in tetrahedral coordination, therefore, playing the role of network former.

The FTIR absorption broad band centred at ~1050 cm$^{-1}$ attributed to various vibrational and stretching modes of [SiO$_4$]$^{4-}$ tetrahedra in Fig. 3 tends to exhibit an increasing shoulder near ~950 cm$^{-1}$ with the addition of MnO$_2$. According to Innocenzi,\textsuperscript{38} this band is associated with the existence of non-bridging oxygens in the glass. This is consistent with NMR results, confirming that MnO$_2$ addition leads to glass network depolymerisation. On the other hand, the decreasing trend in the band gap energies (Fig. 2) accounts for an increased disorder in the system, also consistent with the formation of non-bridging oxygens that are less prone to tightly bound electrons.\textsuperscript{31,52} So far, all the evidences point out to a possible (but yet non-conclusive) network modifier role of Mn.

The effects of adding network modifiers on molar volume ($V_m$) of a glass depend on their ionic radii.\textsuperscript{31} For example, smaller radii alkali earth metals (Li, Na) that can fit in interstitial positions of a glass would lead to network shrinkage (smaller $V_m$ values); while the addition of K, Rb and Cs would lead to network expansion of the same glass. Assuming a network modifier role for Mn in the present system, an overall decrease in $V_m$ should be expected as ionic radii of Mn ions (0.58–0.64 Å) are in the same range as Li$^{+}$ ion (0.59–0.92 Å).\textsuperscript{34} But Table 2 shows a first decrease of $V_m$ upon adding 0.5 mol% Mn (GMn0.5) and a subsequent increase with further Mn additions, with the value for GMn2.0 being greater than that of GMn0.0. This increase in $V_m$ suggests that Mn is acting more as a network former, thus contradicting the continuous depolymerization trend inferred from NMR and FTIR results. All these
evidences make it difficult assuming either network modifier or network former roles for Mn. It is likely that Mn forms individual molecular entities or quasi-molecular complexes without interacting much with the glass network.

The Δν and B crystal field parameters drawn from UV-Visible spectroscopy results of GMn1.0 glass can give further hindsight regarding the bonding of this system. If the transition metal acts as network modifier, it is coordinated with non-bridging oxygens by ionic bonds having larger B values due to enhanced electron repulsion among the anions. But being weaker, ionic bonds show smaller Δν values. In the case of covalent bonding, overlapping of the atomic orbitals would result in the formation of molecular orbitals with an expansion of the electron cloud, the well-known Nephelauxetic effect; as a result they show lower B values.48 Being stronger, covalent bonds show larger Δν values. In other words, B and Δν values should decrease and increase, respectively, if transition metal ions act as network formers and form covalent bonds. In the present case larger values of both B and Δν can be observed. This supports the hypothesis that Mn present in network interstitials is coordinated with oxygen atoms forming almost independent structural units. Mn bonded to oxygen in octahedral coordination might account for the high B values, while the isolation of the structural units could help explaining the high Δν values. Upon studying the effects of small additions of Mn into sodium silicate glasses, Mortuza et al.50 arrived to a similar conclusion, suggesting that Mn is not chemically bonded to the glass network.

The replacement of silica by MnO2 and the consequent decrease of SiO2/Li2O ratio are expected to cause depolymerization of the glass network as seen from MAS-NMR and FTIR spectra. However, the network contraction might be hindered by Mn structural units present in the interstitials that tend to cause network expansion. The relatively constant Tg values (458–467 °C) (Table 2) also support this interpretation, otherwise a more accentuated reduction in Tg should have been observed.

According to the Li2O–SiO2 phase diagram, for SiO2/Li2O ratios less than 5.5 the droplets observed in the micrographs of annealed glasses (Fig. 6) are SiO2-rich dispersed in the Li2O-rich
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This explains the decreasing number of crystalline clusters in that of crystals would reduce the kinetic barrier for nucleation. Phase segregated regions with a composition similar to liquid-in-liquid phase segregation in glass promotes nucleation. Heat treating the glasses at various temperatures (650–900 °C) resulted in bulk and surface crystallization, as seen in the optical micrographs of GMn0.0 and GMn0.5 heat treated at 700 °C (Fig. 7a and b). But the number of crystals in the bulk tends to decrease with incremental additions of Mn due to a less favourable homogenous nucleation in the glass. Using classical and adiabatic nucleation theories, Zanotto proved that glasses tend to nucleate homogenously when $T_{gr}$ is less than $\sim0.58\sim0.60$. The $T_{gr}$ values reported in Table 2 shows are within or even below this range. Therefore, adding Mn into the system reduces the overall tendency for homogenous nucleation and enhances surface crystallization. Several studies proved that liquid-in-liquid phase segregation in glass promotes nucleation. Phase segregated regions with a composition similar to that of crystals would reduce the kinetic barrier for nucleation. This explains the decreasing number of crystalline clusters in bulk (Fig. 7) or even its absence in the case of GMn2.0 glass. The increase in the $T_{gr}$ is attributed to an increase in glass viscosity. Mn-rich structural units do not appear to have much effect on glass viscosity at higher temperatures as deduced from the decreasing $T_p$ values (Fig. 5). This would result in an overall decrease in the activation energy for crystallization with increasing Mn contents. But the concomitant less bulk nucleation extent in glasses resulted in low crystalline content (Fig. 10). The overall depolymerization trend of glass network seems to predominate at higher temperatures causing the crystals to growth. But viscosity measurements and crystallization kinetics studies would be required to better understand these phenomena in the present glasses.

4.2 Crystallization in bulk glasses

Heat treating the glasses at various temperatures (650–900 °C) and at higher temperature during sintering and crystallization. The features of crystals formed upon sintering the glass powder compacts at 800 °C and 900 °C are shown in the higher magnification SEM images of Fig. 10. At both temperatures the size of crystals noticeably increased with increasing Mn contents due to the lowering of glass viscosity and of the activation energy for crystallization. This decrease in activation energy for crystallization is consistent with the reduction in the $T_p$ (Fig. 5 and Table 2) and with the XRD spectra displayed in Fig. 11, favouring the crystallization process at lower temperatures. Upon sintering at 800 °C, LS was the main crystalline phase obtained from GMn0.0, while the formation of LD was favoured from Mn-containing compositions.

The HSM and DTA curves of GMn0.0 and GMn2.0 glass powders compacts presented in Fig. 12 and the corresponding results reported in Table 3 shed further light on the sequence of thermal events. Until the first shrinkage ($T_{FS1}$) and maximum shrinkage ($T_{MS1}$) both GMn0.0 and GMn2.0 curves followed similar HSM profiles and reached the same $T_{FS1}$ and $T_{MS1}$ values. The formation of necks among the glass particles, especially among the smaller ones starts at $T_{FS1}$ (ref. 60) and gradually extends to the coarser ones, making the compact to shrink. But the meanwhile occurrence of devitrification manifested by the exothermic DTA peak tends to hamper further densification. These opposite influences lead to the first maximum shrinkage. The comparison of HSM and DTA curves displayed in Fig. 12 shows that nucleation/crystallization processes started at lower temperatures in the GMn2.0 sample, likely due to its lower activation energy. Moreover, $T_p$ values are $<700$ °C, the temperature at which the first XRD signs of crystallization appeared for bulk glasses (Fig. 12). This suggests that heterogeneous nucleation is taking place at the surface of glass particles.

The balance between densification and crystallization processes leads to the observed shrinkage plateau. With temperature increasing the remaining glassy phase softens and stimulates surface and bulk diffusion and a second shrinkage ($T_{FS2}$) step starts and continues while the driving forces for densification will predominate over the crystallization and phase transformation. The crystallization process and the second maximum shrinkage ($T_{MS2}$) occur earlier for GMn2.0 in comparison to GMn0.0. Heat treating GMn2.0 above $T_{MS2}$ resulted in over firing effects expressed by swelling/foaming due to the release of oxygen inside a partial melted glass. This foaming tendency with increasing Mn contents is clearly illustrated by the increasing porosity (Fig. 8). It is also consistent with the evolution of density and bending strength values of sintered glass powder compacts presented in Fig. 13, especially by the accentuated decreases observed for GMn2.0 at higher temperatures. General increasing trends up to maximum values of these two properties, followed by decreasing tendencies are observed for the other compositions, but the curves appear shifted to lower temperatures as Mn content increases. In the case of GMn0.0, there is a continuous increase in the bending strength with sintering temperature. For GMn0.5 and GMn1.0 the maximum bending strength is reached at 850 °C and after that, at 900 °C the bending strength values decline. In the case of GMn2.0, there is a continuous decrease in the bending strength values.

5. Conclusions

Small additions of MnO$_2$ to the experimental glass imparted huge changes on crystallization of bulk/particulate glasses and

matrix. Moreover, an overall reduction in phase segregation can be noticed from the SEM images. This suggests that the formation of Mn structural units increased the glass viscosity and, as a consequence, reduced its tendency to immiscibility. For a better understanding of these structural units, further experiments, including molecular dynamic simulations, will be required to shed light on its chemical nature and structure.
on sintering behaviour of glass powder compacts. The following conclusions could be drawn from the above discussion:

1. Well-known redox equilibrium of Mn$^{2+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ with predominance of Mn$^{3+}$ was established in Mn-doped glasses giving rise to purple colour.

2. MAS-NMR and FTIR spectroscopy suggest a network modifier role for Mn; whereas relatively constant $T_g$ values (458–467 °C), increasing $V_m$ and decreasing phase separation suggest network former role.

3. The involvement of Mn in the formation of individual molecular units in the interstitials of the depolymerized glass network explanation is the proposed conciliating view about the role of Mn in glasses. Large crystal field parameters ($A_{1r}$, $B$) and the lowering trend for glass-in-glass phase separation both agree with this hypothesis.

4. The lowering trend for glass-in-glass phase separation in turn lead to reduced bulk nucleation. Therefore Mn increased the kinetic barrier for nucleation near $T_c$.

5. Oppositely, the peak crystallization temperature ($T_p$) from DTA showed a decreasing trend pointing out to lower activation energy for crystallization from a less polymerized glass network.

6. Sintering and crystallization occurred at lower temperatures in Mn-doped glass powder compacts conferring higher strength at low sintering temperatures. But the occurrence of foaming in Mn-doped samples at higher temperatures drastically reduced density and mechanical strength.
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